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- - -Blood Drive sponsored
by GSU Student Organizations
by Varghese Maabew Cbairperson,
Blood Drive Committee
On Thursday, April 18, United
Blood Services will be in Enggerton Hall of Governors State University to accept voluntary blood
donations. The blood drive, from
1:00 to 6:00 p.m. is jointly sponsored by Student Senate, Student
Program Action Counci~ Student
Organization Council, and Circle
K Those who like to donate may
schedule an appointment by calling the Student Life Office at (708)
534-5000 ext. 2123.
"There is absolutely no risk of
getting AIDS or any other infectious disease by donating blood,"
said Varghese Mathew, a Medical
Technologist at Oak Fore t Hospital Only sterile and disposable
equipment is used during the
donation process. Everything,
from the swabs to the blood bags
to the needles, is used just once
and then thrown away.

United Blood Service is the nonprofit community blood provi.der,
serving patients in 50 hosp1tals
throughout the Chicago and suburban area.
Since blood cannot be manufactured or synthesized and can be
stored only 35 days, a safe and
adequate supply of blood must be
available to meet the needs of
local hospital patients. Currently,
more than 300 units of blood must
be collected each day to meet area
demands, stated Sherri Kohout,
Community Representative of
United Blood Services.
Blood used by patients in the
United Blood Services system is
freely provided by volunteer
blood donors, so there is no charge
for blood itself. United Blood Services charges a processing fee to
recover the operational costs of
the blood center, including collecting, testing, processing, storing

and delivering blood and blood
components. Health insurance
usually covers this fee.
Healthy people over 17 r_nay
donate blood. Each donor rece1ves
a thorough pre-donation interview, including a careful review of
medical history and a check of
temperature, pulse, blood pressure and blood iron level. After
the blood is collected, it is typed
and tested for diseases which
could be transmitted to the
recipient. Should any of th~se
tests indicate the need for medical
attention, the donor is notified.
The actual donation takes about
10 minutes. The donor relaxes in a
comfortable chair while one unit
(about a pint) of blood is collected
in a special container. Afterward,
donors enjoy a light refreshment
before returning to their normal
routine.

GSU Blitzed By Stonn
by Edgar Coward
A storm dumped 8 inches of
snow on GSU forcing the campus
to close March 13. President Leo
Goodman-Malamuth II ordered
the closing after evaluation of
Weather Service storm reports.
Commercial snow plows were
used to restore the university to
normal because too much snow

fell in a short period of time. The
storm was unusual because it
came so close to spring.
The lone casualty of the storm
appears to be the campus snow
plow which got stuck in soft
shoulder early during the storm
and later experienced brake
failure causing it to be sidelined.

Fortunately the snow storm
caused little other than inconvenience. "There was no property
damage or personal injury from
vehicle accidents which was unusual considering the severity of
the storm," said Philip Orawiec,
Chief of Governors State University Police.

DANCE On May 3

Election For:
Student Senate

May 3rd- Friday night· the next
on-campus all-campus DANCE
will be held from 8 p.m-12 midnight (maybe even until I am.).
SPAC (the Student Program Action Council) and the alumni
Association are the co-sponsors
for the event. No admission will be
charged, and refreshments will be

available.
The theme for this next Dance
is 'Celebratin' Graduatin' and
'Just Having Fun' or 'Is This The
Prom?'
The dance is for everyone ·
students, alumni. staff. fac.ultv
and their friends and relatives.
Music is provided by a disc jockey,

lProuidu Input Into uniuersat11 Polic!ll

S.P.A.C.
Student Program
Action Council
[Recommends Social/ cultural events
on CHIPUS]

s.o.c.

Student Organization
-Council
[Recommends Funds For
St udent Clubs/Organiziltionsl
Pick up an Elect ion PAckage in the Orfice
of Student Lif e so t hat !IOU can beco111e
Involved in the Organizat ion t hat suit s you.

He's IMdl..,. _. .............. •
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featuring tunes from many eras.
The past few dances have been
attended by as many as 300 people
from our GSU community.
Come join us for a great evening
of fun, dancing, liquid refreshment, comraderie...
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Travers Employee of the Month
Ann Travis is an employee who
consistently demonstrates exceptional ability in the tasks associated
with her position as denoted by the

number of thank you letters, cards
and other notices of appreciation
from students and staff alike.
Ann has been employed in the
Registrar's Office for a number of
years and during this time she has
willingly assumed additional responsibilities. She is not only in
charge of transcripts, which is an
important part of her job. She also
assists in the clerical and graduation functions of the registrar's
office.
Another attribute that Ann has
is to do whatever is necessary to
assist a student, even if it means
that she has to contact the College
or Finn in question to give perti-

Ann Travers

As her supervisor, I am happy
to have an employee who is always
willing to do what is asked of her
and displays a high level of
motivation when accomplishing
tasks.
Even though the Registrar's Office is a very visible office, Ms.
Travis is not a visible person. She
operates behind the scene, but she
does an excellent job of representing the university and assisting
students.

896, Wcullilllfon DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: TheUS. Peace Corpa baa volunteers eervinc in more than 70 nationa
around the "orieL By10lvina thia puu1e, you "frill learn about one or theM countriea.
Solve the rour numbered puzzle words and then unacramble tba letters in the squares to produce
the name or the country darkened on the map at the ri&ht.

Nation allflhtlr larger then
Ala.U, IJingln •••t•m
Asia betw- China and
the USSR.

~

1. A black rock-like o,. widely used for

fuel.
2. Large desert. much of which ie In ttlie
nation.

-·o-::or...or,_, ._

3. PoHtlcal party which gave up
monopoly power In ttlle nation
In 1990.

Families Study Together At PSC
CHICAGO HEIGHTS - Family
educational efforts continue at
Prairie State College, where
mothers, daughters, husbands,
wives, sons and granddads can be
found studying in the same
classrooms, attending the same
band rehearsals and performing
together in the same concerts.
Mother and daughter team
Mary and Jennifer Smith not only
study Microeconomics Principles
together, these Park Forest
residents plan to graduate together
this spring.
Mary, who began her Prairie
State studies in summer 1980, has
earned a grade-point average of
3.606 while daughter Jeni is a
Trustee Scholar taking a course
load of 17 hours a semester and

and

maintaining her grade point
average of 3.565.
"Trustee scholarships pay for
tuition and are awarded to high
school seniors in recognition of
superior academic achievement,"
Jeni says. She had to earn an
overall minimum "B" average
while at Rich East High School, an
average that must also be maintained while at Prairie in order to
remain a Trustee Scholar. She has
been enrolled in the college since
fall1989.
Mary is employed full-time as
an administrative assistant at
Land O'Frost in Lansing and is
majoring in business at Prairie
State. Her grade point average is
3.606.

Jeni is also majoring in business at PSC and plans to transfer
to a four-year college or university after her graduation.
"I may go into accounting or
Business Administration," the 20year-old says. "But right now, irs
too soon to say. I just want to continue to do well."
Grandfathers have studied the
intricacies of stained glass art
with sons and grandsons at Prairie
State, as husbands and wives
routinely participate together in
the Community Band there.

The Kiwi

Story
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Stuart & Lauren Sax
Flossmoor Commons

Flossmoor, IL 60422

Mon. - Sat. 10-6; Thur. til 9

957-7463

3329 Vollmer Road
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nent information relative to a
student's record. The student sees
and hears Ann as she works in
their behalf and they are always

Kiwi Brands, the world's
largest manufacturer of shoe care
products, is a diversified consumer packaged goods company
with sales of more than $100
million. It employs 385 people at
its manufacturing facility and corporate headquarters located in
Douglassville, Pennsylvania, 45
miles west of Philadelphia
Kiwi's roots go back to Melbourne, Australia, where its founder, William Ramsey, developed a
new boot polish, which he named
"Kiwi." Ramsey chose the name
Kiwi as a tribute to his wife, who
was a native of New Zealand,
where the Kiwi bird makes its
home.
American servicemen discovered Kiwi's ability to produce a
"parade shine" during World War
II, and brought the demand for
Kiwi Shoe Polish home with them.
To meet this demand, the first
U.S. Kiwi factory was opened in
Philadelphia in 1948.
Kiwi moved to its Douglassville
headquarters in 1980. Along with
its Australian counterpart, Kiwi/
Nicholas International, it became
a division of Sara Lee Corp. in
1984.

Bill Finchum

LINE

The U.S. Army Public
Relations Coup
The Persian Gulf War is over and as the smoke clears over
Baghdad, I can't seem to shake the feeling that the media and the
American public have fallen prey to the "Mother of all Publicity
Schemes." President Bush and the Pentagon, fully aware of the
mistakes that had been made in allowing the media full access to
report on the Vietnam conflict, engineered what now appears to be
a major public relations coup. They decided to create a set of rules
that would enlist the full power of the media to be used to package
and promote the War in much the same way Don King hypes a heavy
weight fight. During the five months prior to Operation Desert
Storm (even the name smacks of Madison Avenue sensationalism),
the Pentagon and the media higher-ups made an agreement to
allow the Military to decide who would report what stories and
when. Further, the content of literally everything that would be
reported, would be subject to the scrutiny of the Military censors.
By strictly controlling the movements of the media, the Pentagon
had created for itself the ultimate press agent. In this way, the
pentagon was able to manipulate the media into reporting only
those stories that depicted the military in positive ways. What the
public received was a sanitized version of the War reported exactly
the same way by all of the major networks and all of the major
newspapers.
For example, during the months prior to Desert Storm, the
pentagon issued reports that portrayed Saddam Hussein as being
a dangerous and powerful adversary, one whose military might
should not be underestimated. The media followed suit, and one
military expert after another appeared on network television to
warn of the powerful madman Hussein, and his powerful army. The
experts seemed to be in complete agreement that Hussein was
indeed a force to be reckoned with.
It is easy to surmise that this climate of fear was created to
promote support for a Military solution to the crisis in the Middle
East, rather than relying on economic sanctions which were, in fact,
working amazingly well. In retrospect, Iraq seemed to be no match
for the mighty U.S. Air Force which quickly bombed the opponent
back into the 191h century.
At last count, an unbelievable 50,000 Iraqi soldiers were killed
to a m~re 150 of our own forces. There are a number of disturbing
conclusions that have come out of this lopsided matchup. One is,
how i1. it possible for the U.S. Military intelligence sources to be so
far off target in predicting the military strength of a foreign power,
or did the U.S. Military know there would be, in fact, little or no
resistance from Iraq and were manipulating the media and the
viewing public into believing that the U.S. is unsurpassed in its
military strength. The War did muster quite a bit of public support
for a number of the Administration's pet programs, like the Star
Wars defense initiative program.

Another disturbing possibility is that Pentagon didn't have the
slightest clue as to the strcngt~ of the Iraqi military. S~o~t!d 1hat be
the case, it would tend to senously weaken the credtbthty of the
Pentagon as a Source of information about foreign military
strength. It would also serve to reinforce the notion that an u~~n
sored media be allowed full access to analyze and report on milttary
issues. It is not my intention to suggest that an unbridled media be
allowed to transmit Allied troop movements and positions to any
enemv that may he monitoring U.S. broadcasts. What I am suggest·
ing is that if we continue to allow the Military carte blanche in the
matter of censorship, we are insuring that what will be reported will
be a highly biased and one-sided version of the story.
The last line is that if the military was conducting the War in a
way that was beyond reproach, then why would there be any need
for censorship to begin with?
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Office of
Career Services
RoomB1109
(708)~5000

ext. 2183

by DaD Amari

What Can I Do With A Major In __?
What is the relationship between your choice of major in
college and wbat you'll be doing
after graduating? Do I have to
major in a particular field in order
to get a particular type of job? The
following quiz may help answer
those questions:
ACADEMIC MAJORS AND 111EIR
RELATIONSHIP TO CAREERS
-A QUIZ
. The following list of ten job
hUes and organizations are the actual positions and institutions in

which ten college graduates
worked as their farst jobs out of
college (your Director of Career
Services worked with all ten of
the~) . Each graduate majored in
a dtfferent area while in school.
Your task is to match one of the
ten occupations/orpnizatiom with
one college major.
The ten majors are:
Art
English
History
Psychology
Mathematics

Music
Natural Sciences
Political Science
Sociology
Social Sciences
Here are tbe ten Occupations
and Organizations:
1) Hotel Controller - Marriott

5) Asst. Stage Manager - VA.

Museum Theatre
8) Data Processing Chmn. -

Yorktown Business
7) General Sales Manager - Fuel
Systems Co.
8) Economist - Bureau of Labor

Statistics

Corp.

9) Solid State Technician -

2) Loan Administrator - The

Westinghouse
10) Senior Technical Rep. Xerox
Tbese results may be a bit surprising. And they should prompt

Rouse Company
3) Engineer Technician - VEDA.
Inc.
4) Senior Accountant - Aronhalt
& Stringer

you to think about the many opportunities out there for you tbat
you've possibly never considered.
If you'd like to begin some of
exploring. the Office of Career
Services is a good place to begin.
We11 be pleased to assist you in
beginning to Ousb out those epportunities in tbe world of work that
are going to excite and fulfill you.
We'll also belp you do your best
prepare to go after those opportunities In the most effective wavs
possible. Come see us!
·

Recruiting Schedule Additions
U.S. Dept. of Labor
Chicago
Various Positions
Economics. Liberal Arts
Chemistry, Criminal Justice
Monday. April1
New Hope Center Family
Support Unit
Dolton
Mental Health Staff
Psych. Coun. Spec. Ed
Friday. March 29
The Methodist Hospitals
Gary. Merrillville. IN
Acct .. Mkt .. DP. Fin ..
Personnel
Entry level positions
Related Majors
Friday. March 29
Baring & Brown Inc.
Chicago
Account Executive
Bus. Admin. Fin. Econ. Acct.
Mktg. majors
Monday. April 1

u.s. Army
Officer Positions
Any Major
Monday. April1
Therapeutic Advantage
Evergreen Park
Speech/Language Pathology
SILP
Monday. April 1
U.S. Social Security Admin.
Chicagoland. Nationwide
Claims Rep/Computer
Specialist
Any Major/Computer Science
Tuesday. April 2
University of Illinois Police
Urbana. lL
Police Officer
Any Major
Tuesday. April 2
Irwin. Inc.
Homewood. Illinois
Editorial positions
English. Related Majors
Tuesday. April2

Deadline For
Admission to GSU
Th~ Governors State University
deadlme for admission is Aprill2
for the springlsummer trimester.
All applications and transcripts
must be on file with the Office
of Admissions and Student Recruitment by that date for
consideration.
The spring/summer trimester
begins May 6 and continues
through Aug. 17. General registration will be conducted April30 and
May 1. Late registration will be accepted May 6 through 11.
Undergraduate candidates applying to GSU must have an
associate's degree or 60 credithours of coursework with at least a
"C" average to be considered.
Graduate candidates must have a

bachelor's degree from an accredited university. All candidates must be in good academic
standing at the last institution
a!t~nded and must meet any addtll?nal requirements for specific
maJOrs.
Those who want to enroll in
springlsummer trimester courses
but do not want to pursue a degree
at GSU can enroll as students-atlar~e during general or late registratiOn Counseling is available to
all incoming students.
For further infonnation on admission or spring/summer trime~ter classes, call the GSU
Office of Admissions and Student
Recruitment at (708) 534-5000 extension 2518.
'

Post Tribune Publishing
Gary. Indiana
District Manager: Account
Executive: Reporting: Copy
Editing/Related Majors
Tuesday. April Z
Urbana Police Dept.
Urbana. Illinois
Police Officer
Any Major
Wednesday. April 3
Foresters Financial Services
Orland Hills. Ill.
Sales
Any Major
Wednesday. April 3
Peoples Gas
Chicago
Accounting, Computer
Science. Marketing.
Related Majors
Wednesday. April3

Norwest Financial
Munster. Ind.
Credit Manager
Business/Finance
Wednesday. April 3

U.S. Department of Labor
Chicago
Economist: Investigator:
Industrial Hygienist: Econ.
Bus. Chern. Bioi/Any Major
Thursday. April 4
The Pillsbury Company
Fishers. Ind.
Sales
Any Major
Thursday. April 4
General Services Admin.
Chicago
Varius positions
Various majors
Thursday. Apri14

Calumet Council. BSA
Chicgoland
Professional Scouter
Any Major
Thursday. April 4
NITEC Communications
Channahan. IL
Sales/Marketing
Any Major
Friday. April 5
Modern Woodman
Manteno. IL
Sales Representative
Any Major
Friday, April 5
Franklin Life
Blue Island. lL
Sales Representative
Any Major
Friday. April 5
US Drug Enforcement Admin.
Chicago/National Locations
Special Agent
Any Major
Friday. A ril 5

Career Hotline
by Jodie Laatz

The 900 number craze has hit
the Governors State University
campus.
Now, students can access the
university placement system by
telephone. Current job listings are
available by calling 1 (900) 8201100.
These listings include a job description, salary range and the infonnation necessary for students
or alumni to apply for those jobs.
The service is available 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year. The listings
are updated each Wednesday.
Calls can be made from any
touch-tone telephone in the United States. Job listings are
categorized by each college and
major allowing the caller to
choose only the listings of
interest.

There is a 75 cent per minute
charge for each phone call. The
Office of Career Services says
that a portion of these funds is
used to improve the services
available to students and alumni
through the university.
The Career Services Hotline
gives students and alumni already
working the opportunity to
explore the job market
confidentially.
The hotline is a joint effort between the Career Services and the
Develtech Infonnation Network.
For more infonnation, call Career Services at 534-5000 ext.
2163.
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Do You Know
What The Campus Community

Center Is And
Where It Is Located?
Photos by: Loretta Calcaterra

photo unavailable

GwynRolaDd

G(COE)
Crest Hill
Yes I know where it's located. I
just don't have the time to use it.

Louis Klozik
UG(COE)
Tinley Park
The Campus Community Center is located at the west end of the
building. It has recreation facilities upstairs which are pool
tables and ping pong. I think they
used to have foosball Downstairs
they have a gym with a universal
machine. You can play basketball
and go swimming. There's also a
racketball court.

DuValle Taylor
G(CAS)

Park Forest
Yes, I know where the Campus
Community Center is located. It is
near where Student Life is. It is
the place where they have all the
activities like basketball and
weightlifting.

Counselor's
Colunm

by Judi Hinga

Women And Self Image
The picture we all have of ourwhether we see ourselves
strong or weak, failures or sue- this self-identificationvery early in our lives.
each of us, when we were
were numerous strengths
positive attributes. During the
process, one of two things
happened. Eitber we were encouraged to develop our stremgtbs.
to trust ourselves and to let our
personalities show, or we were
discouraged and taught to mistrust ourselves and bide our true
personalities from otbers. An
early example or this is when
children begin to crawl or walk
and want to explore the world in
which they live. Children who are
encouraged to explore will begin
to experience their own strength
and to identify themselves apart
from their surroundings. If a
mother is overcautious and fearful of fingermarks or of the child
falling or getting into things,
she is teaching the child, through
her attitude, to be fearful and
mistrustful This process continues all during the years we
are developing.
We have a built-in world view as
a result of childhood experiences.
If those experiences were negative it is the job or the adult to rid
'
or berself of tbem. This

process can be difficult, but it is
possible.
If children are encouraged and
loved, their positive qualities will
develop and they will be wellrounded and in control of their life
situation. Children will then trust
their own judgment and develop a
sound value system "Psychological maturity'' refers to that stage
when our basic feelings about ourselves are not determined by
others, when we are not at the
mercy of outside forces to build
our self-image, and when that
ability comes from within us.
There are two lrlDds of selfdestructive images that are common among women. One is the
little girl image; the other is the
doormat
The woman who thinks of herself as a little girl was taught early
in life that the way to get her
rewards is to remain perpetually
dependent on others. If she shows
an independence, she believes
people, especially men, will dislike her. She has opinions, but
seldom expresses them; she hardly ever takes the initiative to do
anything on her own. She expects
others to make her happy and
usually smothers anyone with

sity Relations. on the death of his
stepson, Richard V. Jackson, who
died from injuries he sustained
after being hit by a car.

G(CAS)

Kankakee
Yes I know where it is located. I
use the center for basketball and
the lockers and other facilities.

Archaeology
NATIONAL STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT WEEK

Persons wishing to make
memorials are asked to contribute to any environmental
group.

Meeting

APRIL 7-13, 1991
In recognition of National
Student Employment Week,
and on behalf of the University,
the Student Employment Office
wishes to express thanks and
appreciation to all of our
student employees who through
their service make significant
and valuable contributions to
the University.

whom she has a close relationship. Her knight in shining armor
will take care of everything. The
little girl manipulates and finds it
difficult to give unless she is going
to receive something in return
Most of us have some of the little
girls in us. Those who are little
girls in the extreme are very
Without your assistance, hard
unhappy.
work, and commitment many
The other image many women
of our most vital functions and
have of themselves is that of a
doormat or servant This woman
services might suffer. We salute
believes that it is her responsibileach of you. Thanks to all of
ity to do for everyone, to make
you for a job well done!!!
everyone happy. When something
goes wrong she always blames
Job Location and
herself. She tries to change to
meet the demands of each person
Development Office
she comes in contact with and t-----.....;;.._ _ _ _ _ __.
always puts herself last. She
allows people to take advantage of
her. She will eventually resent
those around her because they
take her for granted. We frequently see this woman being
physically abused by her husband,
blaming herself and excusing
him This woman finds it difficult
to leave an alcoholic husband.
This is the woman who, when promoted on the job, cannot stop
making coffee for everyone. She
thinks she can gain approval by
being a servant.

CONDOLENCES
The Governors State University community extends its condolences to John Ostenburg,
director of the Office of Univer-

Sean Clark

Tommy Dascenzo
Director of Student Ufe
Yes, Yes, I think it's an absolutely wonderful opportunity
for students whether they have fifteen minutes or an hour just to
take a chance to recreate and use
some of the different kinds of services available in that area It is
like a student union and is the student place on campus. Lousy location but at least it's there.

The South Suburban Archaeological Society will meet Thursday, Aprill8, 1991, 7:30p.m. at the
Marie Irwin Center, 181ZO Highland Avenue, Homewood, IL. This
is a free public event.
The mystery of Kings' Valley
Tomb 55 conjures much speculation and there have been many
mystiques about Egyptian pharaohs. With the assistance of modem technology, efforts are exerted to try to put assorted mysteries
into better perspective in an interesting re-examination of KV
55. To explore perplexing questions, Martha Bell, 1991 Doctoral
Candidate, University of Chicago,
Oriental Institute, will endeavor
to supply missirig links in making
an assessment of occupancy of KV
55.
The Archaeology Society will
have its annual rummage, antique
and bake sale on April 13th,
Dolphin Lake Fieldhouse, 183rd
and Governors Highway, Homewood, preview 9:00 to 9:30 am,
$1.00 donation. 9:30 am to noon
is free.
For more information call Roy
Miller at (708) 798-4583 or Florence at (708) 798-3998.

March %8, 1911
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AMERICA
by John Kulidas

America what has happened
to you? You love your flag
more then your citizenry. You
send your future to be maimed
and killed to protect medieval
desert sheiks and Sultans.
Over, two hundred die yet you
cry tears of joy because you
have won a war over a country
with a population just larger
then New York State. America
your people live hungry and
roofless. America your new

patriots are not statesmen or
visionary leaders but multimillion dollar missiles that
protect the world while your
children die in the streets day
after day. President Eisenhower warned you about the
industrial military complex
that would rob you of monies
for education, manufacturing,
home construction and ideas
for new consumer products.
Yet, America you did not listen The military contractors
and retired generals turned

LEITER
~~~s~;5~~~~

Vi-o-lence
by Jeri B. Alger

Vi-o-lence (vi-o-lens) n. 1.
Physical force exerted so as to
cause damage. abuse. or injury.
That is Webster's definition of
violence. For many women that
definition is played out over and
over again everyday.
Every year thousands of women
are battered by husbands. boyfriends. and in lesbian relationships. by their girUriends. This is
one of the most under-reported
crimes in the United States.

Not until recently were there
shelters and homes where battered women could go and feel
safe from their frightening homelives. It has only been in the last
two decades that women were not
encouraged to stay in the abusive
relationship. Sadly. this still goes
on today.
It used to be when a woman left
a marriage it was a sign that the
family and its traditional values
were falling apart. Women were
encouraged to stay in the relationships so that physicians. and

lobbyists/ consultants grow
rich off your missed spent
resources. America your beloved flag will some day lose
its blue and white and you will
have only red which will be the
flowing blood of your people as
they die not from war but from
economic, social and cultural
despair.
statisticians could carry on the
myth of the perfect family .
Unfortunately. many women
bought the story and stayed. These
women were greeted with punishments for having left. and horrible
threats if they were to do it
again.
These cycles need to be broken.
We must look out for our sisters.
and create safe. caring places for
those who are in need and are in
abusive relationships. There are
women run shelters and hotlines.
but we need many more to help
the countless women still in need.
Consult your local women's center
for more information on how you
can help battered women in
need.

Don't Destroy Our Pets
by Valerie ManbaJJ

The National Anti-Vivisection
Society has filed a suit with Cook
County Hospital requesting information pertaining to the use of
out-of-state dogs and other animals used for research at the
hospital.
Reed Millsaps, director of legal
and legislative programs for the
National Anti-Vivisection Society,
said, "As far as we know, we can
find no federal funding for these
research projects. We've checked
with the National Institute of
Health, which funds the majority
of research projects throughout
the country."
The society is strongly against
the use of animals for medical
research. Millsaps said most of

the cats and dogs in the hospital
are used to show residents intubation procedures. "There are mannequins you can buy to demonstrate intubation procedures to
others," he said.
Intubation is used when there is
an obstruction in the esophagus.
In order to get air into the lungs
the physician will have to stick a
long tube down the throat.
According to Millsaps, intubation is a fairly standard procedure
used in the emergency room
"Why are we paying to practice on
these dogs when we can use the
mannequin to do the same thing?"
he asked.
Millsaps said the organization
has made several requests to
Cook County Hospital to find out

about the research which is going
on and the amounts of animals
they have. "We've made several
requests through the Freedom of
Information Act and have written
letters to the chairman of the Cook
County Board, Richard Phelan To
this date we have not received a
response to our request," he
continued.
Wanda Roberson, spokesperson for Cook County Hospita~ said
she had no knowledge of the situation and would look into the matter. She said she was unable to get
in touch with hospital officials
for comment.
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Okay, ladies of GSU, don't be
embarrassed to admit il How
many of you have a basket of laundry sitting at the foot of your
stairs? Is there anyone who can
claim a coffee table that is not
dulled with dust? Does someone
remember where she keeps her
vacuum cleaner1 No one? That's
alright I can't recall where mine
is either.
As the second half ofthe trimester begins its squeeze, don't su~
mit to the guilty tension headache
that results from trying to be a student and housekeeper extraordinaire. Just do what I do. Close
the blinds, so a stray sunbeam
can't highlight the dust-scrawled
"help" written in desperation
across your coffee table, and step
over the laundry pile on your way
up to your study desk. You can dig
out the vacuum later. (Fido's hairs
will remain on the carpet, except
for the few that your footies pick

•

Dr. Lewis H Coon
Department of Mathematics
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
March 19, 1991
Dear Editor,
One week ago the Chancellor's office , the central office for
the five universities assigned by the Illinois Legislature to be
administered by nine members of the Board of Governors, entered
a legal brief in response to having received a copy of a decertification/severance pietition submitted by a group of BOG faculty.
Those faculty members wanted to sever and decertify ONLY ONE
university from the bargining unit that has been system-wide for the
last fifteen years. The decertification petition involved a "disagreement" between members of the bargaining unit and the union
leadership. A courtesy copy of the petition had been sent to the
Board of Governors office since they were the senior employter of
record. It takes a little stretch of the imagination to consider them
as a party to the petition.
A union position taking oppostion to the call for an election
on the outlined r.:presentation of faculty by an INEFFECfiVE
(words mine and open to question) bargining representative was
fighting its own battle against overhwhelming odds. Suddenly the
BOG central office hired a highly qualified, and high priced lawyer
who wrote a fourteen page brief urging dismissal of tl1c petition,
READTHEEXCERPTFROMTHEREGULATIONSOFTHE
ILLINOIS EDUCATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
BELOW! Was the union joined by an adversary or by a friend? Did
that friend who is on occasion an adversary violate the intent if not
the wording of the IELRB Regulation?
The BOG central office, headed by a person designated as
Chancellor, has for the last several years been struggling to find
reason to justify its existance. Now--it may have stood alongside
friendly union and applied the coup-dc-grace! Or shot itself in th
foot--with a shotgun. You decide. Can two friends negotiate forth
good of the faculty? Should the BOG Chancellor's office hav
entered a matter that should not have been of dirtcct concern t
them? Arc they, the central office staff, capable ofadministerin
universities or only of negotiating with a week, protected friend?
As a union member, the BOG entrance may well have soundc
the dcathkm·ll ofthe effectiveness of the UPI union as a bargainin
agent for the future. you decide as a union member. If you belit:v
that it has, then the only way to salvage the union is to have th
petitioned election and beat-the pants-off the insurgents in a fa'
and open election, NOT from under the shdter of an unwantt:
BIG BROTHER! Call your union president today and tell him t
sign the Consent to Election from now.
As a non-union member locate, on your campus, a petitio
representative and sign a petition to support the right to a free an
democratic election on continued UPI union represc=ntation
Remember the UPJ has never won a democratic election on eithe
the EIU or WIU campus.

L. H. Coon (217)-581-5328

INNOVA

SERVlNO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
MNCI!1f71

Paces

up.)
Let's all take a deep breath,
close the door, aftd get to the real
work at hand- our class work. We
won't let guilt start bubbling over
onto our textbooks like that gross
stuff at the bottom of our ovens.
We know that the kids know how to
work the microwave, and hubby
can mate his own damn socks.
Besides, we don't really want to
get out the "Pledge" today, anyway. Do we? No, I didn't think
so.
The housework can wait. Our
most important task, for the time
being, is getting our education so
that we may become productive
job market members. Look at it
this way: There may come a time
when we can afford to hire someone to come over and dust for us.
Until then, we just won't let anyone wearing white gloves in the
house. Happy studying.

Section 1110.60 Decert.ification Petitions
b) an employer shall not instigate o: lend support to a
decertification petition. Allegatior.s that an employer has violated
this subsection may be raised in motions to dismiss the dccertilication petition, objections to the decertification election, o; unrair
labor practice charges.
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x2123-2124
Support Services For Students

STUDENT ELECTIONS

volved in something outside of the
classroom, then he/she can identify with the school.
Dascenzo states," it's good for a
student to feel like it's theirs,"
referring to how they perceive
GSU. "They form better support
mechanisms, better relationships
and (are given) chances to make
it here."
There are three basic functional
areas to aid in recruitment and
retention: campus activities, student facilities and student support
services.
Twenty-seven student clubs
and organizations related to
academic majors, the student
newspaper, intramurals, video
and literary magazines, a series of
advisory committees and special
events are some of the campus activities for student involvement
"Whatever and as many ideas that
people have for activities, we'll try
to get some support for (them),"
states Dascenzo.
Dascenzo says, "We have a student union on campus with a recreational component" He feels
that the recreational component
offers a unique situation to
students. Community members
are welcome to join and students
have the opportunity to interact
with people in various age
groups.
Community college and cor-

by Virginia Faber

porate memberships to the recreational facility are available, as
"Cooperative learning opporwell as discounts for active duty
tunities are emphasized throughmilitary personnel and dependout our programs," states Tom
ents.
Dascenzo, director of student life.
Other student facilities include
He is a graduate of Governors
study areas, a typing center,
State University, B.A. 73 and M.A.
television lounges, a swimming
77 and has been the director of the
pooL ping pong, chess, billiards
Office of Student Life for the past
and an ethnic food service starting
twelve years.
in the fall "It's the grand mix
The Office of Student Life coorwhere a student can talk, learn,
dinates services, facilities and
develop relationships and (decampus activities intended to supvelop) an interest in other kinds of
port the educational mission of
things," states Dascenzo.
the university through social, perFree coffee, popcorn, tutor
sonal and cultural development
referral and a quiet room for study
"We are here to help ... in the
are provided to students. "We adrecruitment and retention of
vocate the concept of studying
students," says Dascenzo. "Retogether not just for better grades
cruitment in the sense (that) we
but to form strong support netneed a core group of structures
works," says Dascenzo.
that any student going to a uniStudent support services inversity would expect to find
clude a child care program with
there," he explains.
six options; a leadership developStructures similar to other uniment program; tuition waivers
versities are student newspapers.
and stipends; a student recogniclubs, student government and a
tion program; athletic equipment
student union, all of which help a
rentals; health insurance; housing
student relate to the university
assistance and a computerized
when selecting a school.
car pool service offered through
"Retention is a key component
the State of Illinois.
to whether students are retained
The Office of Student Life has
and progress through to graduamany services designed to help a
tion or reach whatever goals
student fit in Dascenzo states,
they've set for themselves," em"We try to adapt to specific inphasizes Dascenzo.
terests. Our emphasis in our core
He feels that if a student gets in·
structures is on family support
r----------------------------+ mechanisms."
For more information regarding these support services call the
Office of Student Life at 534-5000,
extension 2123-4.
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Next Thursday, April 4th, 10
am., the kids from GSU's Child
Care Center will hop to raise
money for other kids that have
Cerebral Palsy. They will show off
their singing talents as well as
raise money for other kids in
need.
The money raised from this
Hop-A-Thon will benefit the 66
developmentally disabled children at the United Cerebral Palsy
Center from Will, Grundy, Kendall, Kankakee, Ford and Iroquois
Counties.
Members and staff of the Child
Care Center have been helping to
raise pledges. The Circle K Club is
assisting by collecting pledges for
this Hop-A-Thon too. And members from Circle K will help out as
aides during the event
Come and watch the "Kids Hopping For Kids" next Thursday. If
you are interested in making a
pledge or donation for this worthy
cause, you can get in touch with
either the Child Care Center or the
Circle "K" Club through the Office
of Student Life (708) 534-5000
Ext. 2123.

Sat.
4/20
12 p.m - 4 p.m.
Mon.
4/22
3 p.m - 8 p.m.
11 am.- 8 p.m.
Tues.
4/23
Wed.
4/24
9 a.m - 3 p.m.
Have you considered running for public office? Do you want to impact GSU policy development? You can achieve these goals by
becoming a candidate in the upcoming elections. You may desire additional information. If so, please meet with us Tues., April2 from 66:30p.m or Wed., April3 from 2- 2:30p.m. We can help you. Here are
promotional incentives for those who campaign.

Candidates!

We h.ve cre•ted the followins Incentives to
encour•se you to set more student votes!

Everyone who runs •.••••
Over 50 votes for you •..
:;.,.,. !f!,_.f,.

Over 100 votes for you ...
I HI. (1(1 ,'JJ,.,,J.

..,~,,/,,.~

Over 150 votes for you •..
li.IH

I#

,(~,,,.,.,.///•~

~,.,;,..

"

n• n. •ftu•~n "l''"N•f"~ T.nN•tt•t•uilp f(',.,./,.1
I :Jil,_. NH~miM~/..ij• (:/ tttit•tu»~)

Over 200 votes for you ..•
&,./,. ,. Jw.,,,·,./1 /nt 1 :l"n.•

•/fl- rttN•jm~ juuf"tl

(:; ,,,.,.,,u)

The Office of Student Life will provide campaign materials free of
charge. Contact the OSL at X2123 for additional information. They
look forward to meeting you.
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CORNER
Art Forum News

ews

Intravarsity
Elections were held at the
March 20th lntravarsity meeting. The following were elected:
President, Nancy Anderson,
Vice-president, Star Anderson,
Secretary, Sharon Evans and
Treasurer, Melissa Florence.

What is performance art? Find
out Thursday, April4, 8 p.m. when
internationally-known performance artist Stewart Sherman will
explain his craft in F1200 at
GSU.
What is computer art? For those
who know and those who don't,
Computer Artist Joan Truckenbroad will provide new insights
when she lectures at GSU Thursday, April18 at 6 p.m. in Engretson

There will be a special meeting of IVCF on Tuesday, April2
from 2:30-4 p.m. Refreshments
will be served.
The regular meeting will be
held on Wednesday, Apri13 from
12-1 p.m.

Delegates To
Model UN Conference

Hall. Truckenbroad is at the forefront or her field, has written a
book about it, and teaches at the
School of the Art Institute of
Chicago. More on this later.
Students who haven't picked up
their artworks by March 28 will
still have a chance to do so by April
10.
The next show slated for the Art
Gallery is a Senior Project Show

including works by: Liz Wallenius,
Pat McQuarrie and Joyce Kasmer. Opening reception is April2,
6-7 p.m.
There will be an Artforum lecture on artist Kathi-Kollwitz.
~Museums Discovered: Das KatheKillwitz Museum and das Brucke
Museum Berlin" a lecture by Inge
Marra will be given on Thursday,
April 11, 7:30 p.m., Room E1801,
GSU.

I Am lntcrest<.• d in the Followi n~ Club{s) ___ ----·-·
-~C
............,. .

0
0
0
0

Accounting Club
AC! IE- Americ;m College HeJithcare Executivl!s
Awlicd J>sycholu._ry Club
ArUorum
AFUM -Association of Financi:tl and Uus~s t\.l::w.a~cr:-.
BSA- Black Student Associ :~tio'if\
Choral Guild
\'..
JOIN
li
Circle K
Coun!:.<•ling Club
l'UJB
Counseling Honor Society- Chi Sigma Iota
TODAY!
Criminal justice Stucknt Organization
DPMA- Data Process:Og Mru1:>gement Association
FTA · Future T<•achers Association
Infinity Photographers Associatiun
...:;:::..--- • .
ISO- International Student Or~~an~aj.lon ...-·
Inter varsity Cluistian Fe11o N!ihip,.
Marketing
. • ·I
M(.'()ical Tcchnolobry Student Organiz:ttivn, · ·::: ·/ 6t
1
Minority Business Studenh; As~dation , "".- ,"~
Model United Nations Prol)rams
,../7 ~ -. ~ ..
NSSLHA- National Student S.l<.:cch )..angtL:U!e <Ulcl Hca;:inR :h·.,, :
Nursing Honor Society- Siuma 'll1~La Tau lntl'Lllnti•)nal .
PNO- Professional Nurses Organitation
- '
,
SAM -Society for Advancement in hn;~~~utt·nt ·~· ..- ,., \.
School Psycholob'Y Council
...,... ' ............,;.:; -:.·
Social Work Club
_.... • ·
Veterans Club
New Club Suggestions:
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Plloto by Loretta Calademl

Standing in the rear from left to rigbt: Paul McGuinnis, Steve DeUcb,
Fred KeDDedy, and Dr. Larry Levinson. Seated from left to right Luke
Helm Jr. Gene Popa, Susan Moret and Karla Emst

U1

Last Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ First Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1\1.1.
Alltlrcss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City/S~ltc/Zip _ _ _ __
J.D. Number (~<;N)

Phon!!(

Status: 0 Dcgrcc &·eking 0 Studcnt·at·lar,:c

0 UG

College: 0 CBPA 0 COE 0 CAS 0 CliP 0 BOG

) - - - - -- -

0 Gnul
M<~jor. - - - - -

Dale ~tartcd GSU _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ExpL't.'tctl date of ~ratluation _ __
- - - - - --

...

- - - Office or Student Lire - - - - - - - -

PSC Presents Travel Courses
Blood Ia CJ'OUpoc1 Into fOur ~ A. B,
AB, and 0 . l'.ach liYJle Ia &110 clualllod by an

CHICAGO HEIGHTS - Travel
agents or others with some travel
agency knowledge will benefit
from advanced travel agency
classes at Prairie State College.
Travel Agency Methods II will
provide detailed instruction in
both domestic and international
traveL in addition to agency air-

Rh fact.o!"-111ther postuw {+)or noc-uve {. ).

When a blood t.ranatUaton Ia lliiCIBI&ry, donor
and J*l,lent blood mUIII. bo comp&Ublo. If not,
the J*Uent'a ~ Will 1'IIIICt to the tncom·
p&tlble donor 0811B, lead.lng to oompllcatJona,
·~ evun death. (Please aoo the boo.clt of
th.1a p.(e fi>r more lnforrnat.ton about blood

cype comp&tlblllf<Y.)
Your ABO blood «rouptn« and Rh factor
are l.nhertted !'rom your paronta. Chock tho
chart bolow to - what percentage of tho
popul&Uon ah&rea your ABO grouping.
0+
37'!(,
().
~
A+
A·
B+
BAB+
411t
AS111t
Whon you don&ta, Untt.ed. Blood~
W1ll 1«111 1011 & card wtth your blood liYJle
Wh&l.ever t;ype you are, IOffiiOne In th.1a com·
munlf<Y can bonetl.t !'rom your blood donation.

J OIN
A

Donata r.ooa.y. You'll fael terrUicl

DonateBlood!
Unite~l_~.~_ryi~ ®

CIIJB
TOI>AY!

••
Blood Drive

Aprill8

J
-

T

nne forms and ticketing. There
are still openings in the class
beginning April23 from 7:00-10:00
p.m. and running eight weeks.
Prerequisites: Travel Agency
Methods I. Cost is $51.
Travel Agency Methods V is
designed to enhance the travel
student's knowledge of world

travel. Emphasis will be on mternational destinations with detailed
infonnation on the various regions.
The eight-week class begins April
25 from 7:00-10:00 p.m Cost is
$51.
For more information, call7093795.

ATTENTION!
All Criminal Justice club
members. A meeting has
been scheduled for April
4, at 3:00 p.m. in the Student Life Meeting Room
Al804. Please attend, it's
election time!
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Shennan Demonstrates His Art
What is a performance artist
and how does this artist develop
his talents? Come to Lecture
Hall F1200, to learn these and
other questions that will be
answered by Stuart Sherman, a
performance artist from New
York City, during an 8 p.m April
4 lecture and demonstration at
Governors State University.

objects, or may include his
films. Other performances may
include a number of his object
manipulations that he calls
"spectacles."
One reviewer said Sherman's
presentations compel an audience "to reconsider what they
thought they already knew."

Stuart Sherman
He has been performing his
Sherman is in the Chicago
brand of theater since 1974. He
area as a guest of the Art Incalls his stage pieces works of
stitute of Chicago. His GSU preart that " use time and space as
sentation is free to the public.
two of their elements."
For more information on
When Sherman performs, he
Sherman's lecture and demongenerally does a dozen performstration, call the GSU Office of
ance pieces and plays. Some are
Fine and Performing Arts at
highlighted by his exhibition of
(708) 534-5000, extension 2461.
performance sets and sculptural

DePaul To Present
'The School For Scandal'
Performances of THE SCHOOL
FOR SCANDAL are April 18-28
with previews on April16 and 17.
First week schedule is Tuesday
through Saturday at 7:30p.m. with
a 2:00 p.m. Sunday matinee. Second week schedule is Wednesday
through Saturday at 7:30p.m. with
a 2:00 p.m. matinee. Wednesday,
April24 is DePaul Night: any secondary school or college student
with a current l.D. can purchase
two tickets for the price of one. A
student/senior matinee will be
held Thursday, April 25 at 10:00
a.m Both the matinee and the
evening performance on Thursday,
April 25 will feature a post-show
discussion. Performances are
held at the DePaul University
Blackstone Theatre, 60 E. Balbo
Drive, Chicago. Discount parking
is available, with coupon, at the
Allright Parking lots at the
Northeast corner of Balbo and

Spring Concert
companist. Marilyn Bourgeois.
The four soloists are: soprano
Karen Blunk of Park Forest. an
adjunct professor of voice at GSU.
mezzo-soprano Janet Aman Burton of Chicago. tenor Henry Hunt
of Richton Park and baritone Jeffrey Barbour of Chicago.
The concert is slated for Sunday. April 28. 1991 at 7:30 p.m . at
the Cathedral of St. Raymond
Nonnatus. 604 N. Raynor Ave. in
Joliet.
This concert is co-sponsored by
the Office of Alumni Relations and
the Student Program Action Council (SPAC) of Student Life.
Admission is a suggested donation of $8 at the door. GSU
students will be admitted FREE
with a current Student ID. For
further information call: (708) 5345000 X2454.

State and the Southeast corner of
8th and State and Miller Parking at
20 E. 8th Street.
ond Wednesday evening and
Thursday morning matinee and
for students with current l.D.
Seniors (over 60), DePaul employees and alumni receive a
$1.00 discount on regular run
prices. Group rates are available
for groups of 15 or more. Box office hours are Tuesday and
Thursday 9:00 am.-1:00 p.m. and
2:00-4:30 p.m. and Wednesday and
Friday 2:00-4:30 p.m. On days
when there is a performance, the
box office is open Saturdays 2:00
p.m.-8:00 p.m. and Sundays 12:003:00 p.m. On the evenings of
performances the box office is
open until 8:00 p.m . VISA/
MasterCard/Discover Card accepted, make checks payable to
DePaul University. For tickets,
call the box office at (312) 362-

8455.
Preview tickets for THE SCHOOL
FOR SCANDAL are $4.00. Single
ticket prices are $7.50 Fridays and
Saturdays; $6.50 Thursday evenings
and Sunday matinees; $5.00 secDinner/ theatre packages are
now available with the Chicago
Hilton and Towers. Theatre
School patrons may purchase dinner at the Chicago Hilton and
Towers Pavilion Restaurant and
tickets for THE SCHOOL FOR
SCANDAL for as little as $18.25
per person. The complete four
course meal includes appetizer,
soup or salad, choice of entree
dessert and coffee or tea.
'
The Theatre School, DePaul
University, was founded as the
Goodman School of Drama in
1925. The Theatre School, DePaul
University, is a member of
League of Chicago Theatres and
the Illinois Arts Alliance.

We beUeve t'•t the request for abortion is a cry for help. We
believe that we can tind the solution a woman needs, no
matter what the problem, to avoid killing her unborn child
We believe that every woman is a person. of worth and
dignity, especially when she is carrying a new life within
her.
Our services are offered free of charge to any
pregnant woman in need of them.
Pnpuq .......
Ho.lla1
Et.ptoJ-·•
Leplualstuu
Medical Can
Hoapltal can
FIDUdaiAlcl
Plyclllatrfc llelp
Co.aMIII8J
Acloptloa nfernl
Apacysapport
Frleacltltlp
Eclacado. placemnt

Chorale Presents
The GSU University-Community
Chorale celebrates their fourth
annual appearance as part of the
Concert Series of the Cathedral of
St. Raymond Nonnatus in Joliet on
Sunday. April 28. They will perform Ludwig von Beethoven's
Mass in C Major.
This Mass was written in 1807 at
the request of Prince Esterhazy
for the name day of his wife. nee
Princess Maria von Lichtenstein.
It was performed under Beethoven ·s direction on Sunday. September 13. 1807 in the Palace
Chapel at Eisenstadt. In Beethoven's own words. his purpose
was to arouse and perpetuate a
sense of reverence in his
listeners.
The 70-voice Chorale under the
direction of Dr. Rudolf Strukoff
will be accompanied by a 50-piece
orchestra and a 58-rank pipe
organ played by the Chorale' ac-
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800 Governor's Highway

P.O. Box 460
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Flossmoor, Illinois 60422
(708) 957-7100
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PSC Has Driver's Ed
Hot

CIDCAGO HEIGHTS- Prairie
State College will again offer
Driver's Training, in cooperation
with Bloom High Schoo~ to people
18 years of age or older who wish
to receive behind-the-wheel training that will prepare them for

their driver's license exam
The individualized course begins
April 9. The cost is $150.
Call Center Director Barton
Herr at(708) 755-8465 for information on registration and where and
when to report for class.

Trpted Independent
~Hntl

Eliploy~t

Servict

A Conftrenclt for Businns

'Th1t U\tipped liiKr llil"l1tl:
EllployJnt Pltl"sons with Diubil ihlt!li"

8:30 - 4:30

Resumes Plus

17040 S. lf.llsted

The Complete Resume Writing Service

Hil"v1ty IL

ExPERT CoMrosmoN & LASER PRINTING
Special Student Rate
$55

E..,loylt's:

lum ibout the Allericills with Disibil ihis Act of 1990 illd how 1 t
wt II iffect y01r business.

complete service includes
• Career Information
• 25 Fillsumlls/25 Letterheads
• Self-Marketing Tools
• Convenient Service by Mall
• Cover Letter Instructions • Free Updates for One Year

Call 708-957-1755

Disibled Norhrs:

CMI ittllld the! •ftemoon CM'HI"/CIIMUility Service F•ir for
lnfOI"aition ind

For

111n

e~ploy~l

opportunities.

infOI"aition Cill 11081 ~7-7100, Ext. 392.
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PLAIN SPEAKING • • •
Another Proud Moment
In The Life Of A OJ
by Jeff Herald

After being a bartender for a
while. I sometimes feel that rve
··seen it all ·· Different people trv
to do the same things . and occasionally they use a slightly different tactic. however the premise
remains the same. Men try to
meet women so they send them a
flower or buv them a drink
Women trv to .meet men so they
ask them t~ dance or send a friend
over with a message
In the meanwhile. the bartender collects all the actions and
usually laughs in the process
Want to hear every good pick up
line that has ever been used? Ask
your local neighborhood barkeep
Everv once in a while through
som~thing comes along that is out
of the ordinary and will shock the
man or woman behind the bar
The day before St. Patrick's Day I
experienced such a thing.
On This Saturday night. two
disc jockeys from WBBM-FM
radio. commonly known as either
··B96'' or the ·· Killer Bee·· were
making a public appearance as
part of the ongoing Saturday Night
Dance Partv series that the station is cond~cting. The deejays in
attendance were ED Volkman and
Joe Bohannon. or as they are popularly known. ··Eddie V. and
Jobo ''
Their personal appearance consisted of taking control of the
microphone and walking around
the dance floor talking to the
crowd when the club DJ turned
down the mus1c at different intervals through the night During
these random gab sess1ons. the
pair littered their speech with
manv four letter words and sexISm~ . As my line of work often dictates. I am not easily offended by
such things. but these two gentlemen were blatantly offensive
After asking the crowd if it was
anvbodv's first visit to this parti~ular ~stablishment. Mr. Bohannon offered this special little
insight. ··va know. being at a new
bar is like the first time that you
screw a woman ·· Gee really Jobo.
I never would have made the

connection.
As the festivities went on. the
duo asked for female volunteers to
engage in a "Fake Orgasm Contest .. In this contest. women
would be given the microphone
and be told to simulate the sounds
that she would make if she were
having an orgams More intelligent humor
Other things involved were a
"Best Chest" contest and tee-shirt
giveaways if you volunteer to
"Trust John ··
To somewhat cleanse themselves of their sexist nature. the
pair also held what they called
their "Sugar Shack" contest which
involved men dancing around on
stage with their shirts off and
paper bags on their heads. When
you are a big time star I suppose it
is important that you appeal to
everyone.
The activities of these two men
on this evening seemed to offend
some and enlighten others. One
comment that was over heard
from some unknown patron during the Fake Orgasm Contest.
"Hell rve heard better sounds
coming out of a German Shepherd ·· Most of the people that
seemed to be offended were
females but there was a contingency of males who were also
quite shocked as their favorite
morning deejays let go with
obscenities and offenses to
women.
These two are known for their
offensive manner and their sometimes questionable antics but that
i what people came to see. From
this appearance. they showed that
they are more than that. They are
crude. Their matenal remains offensive and within their own brand
of humor there is little material of
any comedic value They simply
get a good laugh at perpetuating
stereotypes and sexist comments
and laughing at the expense of
others. It's funny . but I never
thought that humor had to be
based on these things. Bravo. Gentlemen. Bravo.

Take the Image Test
DOUGLASSVILLE, PA, February, 1991 - What kind of first
impression do you make when you
walk into a roomful of business
associates? Are you perceived as
authoritative and reliable? Or, are
the impressions you leave behind
sabotaging your chances of getting ahead?
You can assess the kind of first
impression you make by using a
specially-designed " IMAGE
INDEX" created by KIWI Brands,
the world's largest manufacturer
of shoe care products.
"The "IMAGE INDEX" is
designed to enable people to
calculate their prospects for _pPtting ahead in situat~ons wher~
first impressions are Important,
explained Edward L. Collier,
president of Kiwi Brands. This includes getting a new job, earning a
promotion or completing a successful sales presentation.
"Recruitment experts tell us
there are a number of elements
that contribute to an executive's

image, including clothes, grooming and various aspects of body
language," said Collier. "And if
one ofthose elements doesn't fit in
with the overall look, it can throw
off the person's entire image,"
he added.
The IMAGE INDEX was developed in conjunction with Donald
and Karen Kaufman of Kaufman
Professional Image Consultants
of Philadelphia It is based on the
likelihood of making the best impression on the greatest number
of people in most business and
professional situations.
"Too many intelligent, up-andcoming people undermine their
best efforts because their overall
appearance projects the wrong
kind of image," said Karen Kaufman. "The IMAGE INDEX can
give people a sense of what they're
doing right, and wrong," added
Donald Kaufman
The IMAGE INDEX lists 12 elements that make up a person's
overall image. One Index is
tailored for women and one for

men.
After taking the test, you can
add up your score, and immediately determine how your
image measures up.
Collier explained that Kiwi
developed the IMAGE INDEX to
draw attention to a trend among
younger people toward ignoring
shoe care. "People under 40 don't
shine their shoes as often as their
older counterparts - the people
who make the decisions on hiring
and promotions," said Collier.
According to Donald Kaufman,
anything that calls attention to itself, either negatively or positively, can detract from an overall
favorable impression. And wellshined shoes play an important
role in projecting a consistent
good image.
"Wearing shined shoes, or even
scoring high on the IMAGE
INDEX, won't necessarily guarantee success in getting a new job, or
moving up in the corporation,"
said Collier. "However, it could
help keep you a step ahead of the
competition," he added.

Test Your 1\ltential for Getting Ahead.
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1HE MUSEUM OF BROAOCAST
CO~CAnONSP~

"ACES IN APRIL:
CABLE'S BEST'
APRIL 5 THROUGH 28, 1991
OPENING RECEmON
TO FEATURE
'1HE SPORI'S WIU'IERS ON 1V
The Museum of Broadcast
Communications, 800 South Wells
Street, Chicago, in cooperation
with the City of Chicago's Office of
Cable Communications, presents
Ace Award-winning cable television programming during the
month of April: "ACES IN APRIL:
CABLE'S BESF." By proclamation of Mayor Richard M. Daley,
April is .. Cable Month in Chicago.''
Winners of the 1990 Ace Award,
cable television's highest honor,
plus other outstanding local and
national cable programming have

been acquired for this .. Cable
Month.. exhibition. Dozens of new
acquisitions from The National
Academy of Cable Programming
will be screened along with the
Museum's extensive cable television collection.
"CABLE'S BEST' program·
ming will be shown in the
Museum's Kraft Television Theatre and will include the following
1990 Ace Award-winners, plus
many others:
"Jim Henson's Mother Goose
Stories" (Disney)
"Billy Crystal: Midnight Train
to Moscow" (HBO)
"StiU Rocking After All These
Years" (VH-1)
"World Championship Boxin~
Tyson vs. Douglas" (HBO)
"It's Garry SbaDdling's Show"
(Showtime)
"Tales from The Crypt'' (HBO)
"Larry King Live" (CNN
MMotber Goose Rock 'ri Rhyme"

(Disney)
Screening schedule is available
by calling (312) 987-1500.
OPENING RECEmON
Friday, April 5, 6:00 P.M.
"The Sports Writers on TV'
Cable television stars Ben
Bentley and Bill Gleason. of
SportsChannel Chicago's nationally
syndicated sports roundtable,
"The Sports Writers on TV," will
join Museum guests at the opening
reception. At 6:30 P.M., in the
Kraft Television Theatre, Bentley and Gleason will discuss the
impact of cable television on
sports coverage. Highlights from
"The Sports Writers on TV" will be
shown on monitors throughout the
Museum during the reception,
which is co-sponsored by Chicago
Cable TV and Prime Cable of
Chicago. Reservations are necessary: call (312) 987-1500.

On a local level, The Museum of
Broadcast Communications is
working closely with Chicago Access Corporation to showcase the
best of Chicago's Community Access Television Network. On Sundays in April, from 2:00 to 3:00
P.M.. the Museum will screen
hour-long compilation reels of
Chicago Access programs. To
further illustrate Chicago Access·
video service to the community,
the Museum will feature an interactive display in its exhibit
area, showcasing Chicago Access·
CAN-CALL TV42 channel.
"ACES IN APRIL: CABLE'S
BEST' can be seen during regular
Museum hours, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Sunday from 12:00
Noon to 5:00 P.M.: Saturday from
10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. (Monday
and Tuesday, open for group tours

Activities And Events At The
John G. Shedd Aquarium, April 1991
PUBUC OPENING OF OCEAN·
ARIUM
Saturday, April 27
Shedd Aquarium's new Oceanarium celebrates its public opening on Saturday, April 27. The
magnificent new facility, which
doubles the size of the original
Aquarium, will be open from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m., seven days a week.
Starting March 15, advance sale
tickets will be available at TicketMaster locations or charge-byphone at (312) 559-0200.
Winding nature trails inside the
Oceanarium lead visitors through
scenic recreations of a rugged
Pacific Northwest coastline. The
route includes exciting encounters with whales, dolphins, sea otters and harbor seals. Children
will enjoy the tide pool where they
can examine small animals like
crabs, sea stars and anemones.
In a separate exhibit area, a
colony of penguins inhabits a
naturalistic Falkland Islands environment Large, underwater
viewing windows Jet visitors witness animal behaviors and actions
people rarely have the opportunity to see.
The Oceanarium also features a
special exhibits gallery, auditorium,
library, restaurant, cafeteria and
Sea Shop.

SPIRITS IN THE WilDERNESS:
NORTHWEST COAST INDIANS
NATURE
Special Exhibit
pril27-December 31
Free with Oceanarium admission
"SPIRITS IN THE WilDER·
SS," a collection of contemporary and historic art and
artifacts created by cultures native to the Pacific Northwest
oast, is the first exhibit to be
featured in the new Special Exhibit Gallery at Shedd Aquarium.
More than 90 objects ranging from
ceremonial masks to decorative
feast bowls are displayed. Each
piece incorporates an aquatic
motif including animals such as
seals, whales, salmon, frogs and
river otters. "SPIRITS IN THE
WilDERNESS" celebrates the
opening of the Oceanarium by examining the connection between
peoples of the coastal Pacific
Northwest and their environment

ECO-DIVE '91
Family Earth Week Activity
Sunday, April14 - 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
FREE
Shedd Aquarium and Aquasphere
(an organization of environmentally aware divers) will help
launch Earth Week activities in
Chicago with ECO-DIVE '91, Sunday, April 14, 9 am.-2 p.m. The
eventunderscorestheirnportance
of aquatic environments with a
clean-up dive in Lake Michigan
and a variety of ecology-oriented
activities for children. ECQ.DIVE
'91 will take place in Chicago's
Monroe St. Harbor. Certified
divers are encouraged to preregister by calling Aquasphere at
(708) 597-2988. Registration will
be limited to 200 divers.
UNDERWATER VIDEO
Adult Program
Begins Saturday, April 13
$195 ($155 Shedd Aquarium
Members)
This unusual workshop for certified scuba divers combines
classroom instruction on underwater videography with practical
application in actual dive situations. The program begins the
weekend of April 13 and 14 with
morning classroom sessions at
the Aquarium followed by afternoon photo dives in the pool at the
University of Illinois in Chicago.
Participants will select one evening session on April 28 or 29 to
dive and shoot in the 90,000 gallon
coral reef exhibit at Shedd
Aquarium The course concludes
with a final session at Shedd
Aquarium the evening of May 9.
Photography equipment is provided but participants must supply their own blank video tapes as
well as their own scuba gear. To
pre-register call Shedd Aquarium
at (312) 939-2426.

CAYMAN ISLAND ROCK IGUA·
NAS

Adult Program
Thursday, April 4 • 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
$12 ($10 Aquarium Members)
Iguanas are coming to Shedd
Aquarium This spring. the Aquarium
will open a new exhibit that
simulates a coastal habitat on the
Cayman Islands. The exhibit will
be home to a colony of rock iguanas. Learn about the biology
and evolution of these fascinating
lizards during this preview program.

MARINE ACRYUS PAINTING
Adult Program - 4 sessions
Thursdays, April 4, 11, 18, 25 • 7
p.m.-9 p.m.
$72 ($60 Aquarium Members)
This specialized art course pursues an aquatic theme. Learn
basic and intermediate skills of
painting with acrylics as you
crt>ate dramatic images of deep
sea-scapes and exotic colored
saltwater fish.
GYOTAKU: FISH PRINTING
Adult Program - 2 Sessions
Tuesdays, April 9 and 16 7 p.m.·
10 p.m.
$24 (Aquarium Members $20)
The Japanese art of gyotaku
was used by ancient fishermen to
record their daily catch. Each fish
was dipped in ink then pressed
against a sheet of rice paper. The
total number of fish impressions
on paper gave the fisherman an
accurate count of his haul. Renowned gyotaku artist Frank
Havlicek will bring his expertise
and talent to Shedd Aquarium for
this two part ''hands-on·· workshop.
SEA SHELL SCIENTISTS
Youth Program (Age 4-2nd Grade)
Saturday, April 6 · 9:30 a.m.-10:30
a.m. or 11 a.m.-12 Noon
$9 (Aquarium Members $7)
Through hands-on activity children learn about sea shells, the
animals inside these shells and
the shores upon which they are
found. Participants make and take
home a starter sea shell collection. Pre-registration is required,
call Shedd Aquarium at (312) 9392426.
FOSSIL FISH
Youth Program (Grades 3, 4 and
5)
Saturday, April& • 9:30 a.m.-10:30
a.m. or 11 a.m.-12 Noon
$12 (Aquarium Members $10)
Children will study and take
home an ancient fish fossil. Close
examinations of these fossils
teach the youngsters interesting
facts about prehistoric life in
aquatic environments. Pre-registration is required, call Shedd
Aquarium at (312} 939-2426.
FREE FILMS
Weekends in April
Visitors can enjoy free films on
Saturdays and Sundays in the
Aquatic Science Center, located
on the ground floor of Shedd
Aquarium. Films are shown at
10:30 a.m.. 11:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m .
1:30 p.m., 2:30 p.m. 3:30 p.m. and
4:15p.m

CORAL REEF DIVES
Daily Activity
11 a.m and 2 p.m. - Weekdays
11 a.m., 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. Weekends
Free with Regular Aquarium
Admission
The intricate beauty of a Caribbean coral reef is re-created in a
90,000 gallon exhibit which occupies Shedd Aquarium's central
rotunda and contains approximately 300 tropical fish. Visitors
can witness feedings when a
Shedd Aquarium diver plunges
into the water and hand-feeds exotic coral reef animals. The diver
speaks to spectators through a
mask microphone describing the
behaviors of sea turtles. eels and
numerous other species of fishes
inhabiting the reef.
SHEDD AQUARIUM HOURS:
Before Oceanarium opening on
April 27: 0 am.-5 p.m.
After Oceanarium opening on
April27: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
ADMISSION:
Aquariurrv'Oceanarium
$7 Adults
$5 Children (ages 3-11)
$5 Seniors
Aquarium Only:
$3 Adults
$2 Children (ages 3-11)
$2 Seniors
Children under age 3 FREE
Thursdays: Aquarium is free,
Oceanarium is $4 Adults, $3
Children and Seniors.
Shedd Aquarium is serviced by
CTA #146 Marine/Michigan bus
and the CTA Hl3G bus. For public
information about Shedd Aquarium
call (312) 939-2438.

only.) Please note: Regular screening exhibitions are preempted on
Saturdays, 10:00 AM. to Noon, for
"OllieFest '91,'' childreris programs from The American Childreris Television Festival; and on
Sundays, Noon to 2:00 P.M, with
"Peabody Sundays," selections
from the George Foster Peabody
Collection.
All of the programs in the
"ACES IN APRIL" exhibition may
also be checked out for individual
viewing in any of the ten study
suites in the Museum's Arthur C.
Nielsen. Jr. Research Center.
Suggested donation is $3.00 for
adults, $2.00 for students and $1.00
for seniors and children under 13.
Admission is free to Museum
members.
For further information on
"ACES IN APRIL: CABLE'S
BEST," Special Events or specific
screening schedules. call (312)
987-1500.
SHEDD AQUARIUM AJ"ffi
AQUASPHERE CELEBRATE
EARTH WEEK WITH
ECO-DIVE '91
Sunday, April14, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Shedd Aquarium and Aquasphert
(an organization of environmentally aware divers) will help
launch Earth Week activities in
Chicago with ECO-DIVE '91 , Sunday, April 14, 9 am.-2 p.m. The
event underscores the importance of aquatic environments with
a clean-up dive in Lake Michigan
and a variety of ecology-oriented
activities for children. ECQ.DIVE
'91 will take place in Chicago's
Monroe St. Harbor. Certified
divers are encouraged to preregister by calling Aquasphere at
(708) 597-2988. Registration will
be limited to 200 divers.
The Lake Michigan clean-up
will include two dives, between 9
a.m. and 2 p.m. Dive masters and
full safety teams will supervise
the event Participants will remove
trash items such as styrofoam
food containers, bottles, cans,
lumber and tires from the bottom
of the lake. Much of the collected
debris will be re-cycled through
the Chicago Park District.
All the materials retrieved
from the lake will be recorded on
data cards to be processed by the
Center for Marine Conservation in
Washington, D.C. By identifying
the trash that fouls our waterways,
scientists, legislators and environmental groups can take action to
stop such contamination at its
source.
Kids can participate in ECQDIVE '91 shore activities that include testing lake samples for
signs of pollution and discovering
some of the microscopic life
forms that inhabit Lake Michigan.
Very small children will enjoy the
magnetic fish pond where they
will be able to catch replicas of
Lake Michigan fish including
salmon, trout, perch and lampreys
(eel-like animals.)
For additional information on
ECQ.DIVE'91 call Shedd Aquarium
at (312) 939-2426.

HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED
R UNNING FOR
PUBLIC OFFICE?
DO YOU WANT TO
IMPACT GSU
POLICY
DEVELOPMENT?
P LEASE ATTEND
EITHER SESSION:
TUESDAY APRIL 2, 1991
6:00 P.M.

RM. A1804

WEDNESDAY APRIL 3, 1991
2:00 P.M.

RH. R1804

WI WILL ~UI'I'OIIT YOU THI IHTIIII WAY TO
AN ON CAWI'U~ ~TUO(HT L(AO(IISHI" "OSITION.
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Who Should Attend?

Program
Day One
&.30om.
9am
11om
Noon
1pm.
Jpm.

1h068 ptanng to tal<e the Na110nal Boord for Cllfllfled Counwllors e•am
01 those l)leparng to toke Corr1)f<lhenlive eons 10 o doc lorQI. mosten.
01 opeclall&l program.

About the Workshop
Eoch WOII<$hop~anln._e 1\o.'o-doy re-OIIhe pMctP~oJS , Iheone• .
and pwctoces ot tt.e proleuion or cOU'llelong-lhe basiC ntormahOn ltlOI
must be mo>lered to po.. lhe NBCC e>OCIITl to be certolled os o counwokll
n the unorea ~totes , The 'oAIOik$hop Is based on the book 8«~ o
Prolellionol Co.x..ak:x. Ptepomg fot CetMcahOn oncl Ccrry;>lehenslve
fxonu (Suge , 1990). and ot ts prii$80ied by the book"• co-oulllor•. Or
Mochao>ll.oow1Sonc1 St>ert WOIIOCII

NATIONAL CERTIFIED
COUNSELOR
EXAM PREPARATION
WORKSHOPS

5p.m.
Day Two
830am
Yam.
!lam
Noon
lpm
3pm

Colfee and r41Q1$1fah0n
Hunan Growth and Development
Socoal and CUltural foundoaor.
ltn:h

The H<olplng lleiatiQnlhp
Gr~ ()ynamics. PYoceu. and Coulwflng
tnlormal RecepltOil

Coffee

ur...~y~e and Career Oevetopment
Appraisal ot the Wvidual
ltn:h

4pm.

ResearCh and E-.aiiOn
PYolestla"lal Onentatton
sunmary. Slucty. and T..t-TO!cng ~

5pm

A~n

...,_

.

Spoc;e is mtedl Ju&t • out the 101m and r.tum • ""Ill '(OA.I chedt one
n advance 01 !he WCIIclhop dole for u1h8f tnlormallon cal the
Orflce 01 Conlelences and Wollurlops at (1011) 534-!1000. extension 2320.

at

Fee

s195. nctuclet WOiklhcp III>Chean.... bOok. 8Komi1Q 0

GOVERNORS $TATE UNIVERSITY

P,ofalional

Co..naeb'. malerlals. bfeaks.

GSU AIYmnl Auoclollon Member Dllcount: 10'1.

Friday a Saturday,
AprilS a 6, 1991
and
Friday and SatwdaV.
September 20 a 21, 1991

PlanNieod
Nattonal Boord tor Certlled eoun.lcn 1991 barl'inabl dales are Apt
13 and October 19. AppiiCOiiOn deOdlne tor !he October 19 exam is May
1. 1991. for lllllllltlnlolmaiiOnon..am<JPJ*;atlon.contact NICC. tnc ..
5999 $lellenlon A....ut. ~.VA 22301 Of phOne (703) ~l-4222 .
Govemc:n $toM olfoerl ... peparallon - . h o p noependerllly
otNICC.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Acc:ommodalloo•
Nearby holell tncUde the HokXIV Plaza.~ ••. (708) 7•7-3500.
Hc:lrrpton m.lolaltelon(7011) 461·31100. and lludgetel. MaTI4oton

~i:xedby

(7011) 503-0999.

GO\'ernots Stole University
Division of Psychology

Conc:ellallon Polley
Regootrallonl cancelled live WOIIdnQ days betore the PIC>glotn Will receive
rutlrekn:l 0 1 -. """' llll.lt nme. o 1111111ce Charge mav be~
No refunds are pe<mrtted an• !he IIIli seiiiOf'l b8glna

and Counseling

Partctno

Parking ol Govemc:n SIOie 11 one dCIIat dDity. Please slop ol !he part..ng

boolh at !he ~ Porkloloy (Siuenkel Roocll enllarce os you.,,..,

Video Conference
At GSU
The nursing skills necessary to
care for adult and pediatric cardiac surgery patients will be discussed during an April 4 vide<r
conference at Governors State
University.
This professional development
seminar. "Caring for the Adult and
Pediatric Cardia Surgery Patient,"
is offered from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Guests will include distinguished
nursing experts who will provide
information on state-of-the-art
nursing practice in carmg for
these patients. The seminar will
focus on nursing interventions to
achieve optimal patient outcomes
and on the nurse's role in a
collaborative health care practice.
Nurses can earn two contact
hours of continuing education
credit for this program through
the Amen can Association of Critical Care Nurses (AACN).
There is a $45 fee for this pr<r
gram whtch includes a light lunch.
break refreshments and materials.
GSU students will pay a $10 fee.
Staff members from cosponsors
Olympia Fields Osteopathic Hospital, St. James Hospital & Health
Centers and the Southside Chicago Area Chapter of AACN pay a
reduced rate.
Registration for the seminar is
being accepted by the GSU Office
of Conferences and Workshops at
(708) 534-5000, extension 2320.

THE PRACTICUM - A DISCUSSION
moderated by
JAY UBINSKY
Everyone Is invited to attend 1 Of>- Initiated Co1IOCJ.!ia session on
Prac:ticun Experiences. Susanne Hildebrand, Jim Milssey, Annie .__renee and
Bi II Boline wi II discuss the following Practicun issues:
a student for the practicun

1.

pr~ring

2.

screening on-site supervisors (who to choose,
how to choose)

3.

carmunication with site
(including visits)

4.

orientation for site supervisors

5.

benefl ts for supervisors

~rvisors

Cane early - bring your le.n:h - share your thoughts

Thursday Tit.£:

PI..N:E:

12:15 pm -

~r I

I IUh

1:15pm

Ha II of Honors

Ways to alleviate the shortage
of minority teachers will be discussed during an afternoon vide<r
conference April 10 at Governors
State University.
The program, "Who's Missing
From the Classroom? The Need
for Minority Teachers... is being
produced by the American Ass<r
ciation of Colleges for Teacher
Education with the Office of
Educational Research and Improvement, and the Forum of
Educational Organization Leaders in the Washington Higher
Education Secretariat.
The program. from 1 to4 p.m. at
GSU, will include the national discussion on the issue presented via
satellite, followed by a local portion of the discussion hosted by
Or. Prince McLemore and Pr<r
fessor Robert Press, GSU pr<r
lessors of education, who will be
joined by Or. Dorothy Boyd, superintendent of District 1521'!, and
Or. James Lepanto, vice president
for academic affairs at Joliet
Junior College.
There is a $20 fee for this pr<r
gram that includes lunch, break
refreshments and materials. Registration is being accepted by the
GSU Office of Conferences and
Workshops at (708) 534-5000, extension 2320.

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY

'Chicago Day '91' Coming Soon
CHICAGO - Fourteen top
Chicag<rarea museums and institutions will host "Chicago Day
'91" on Sunday, May 5, a free day
honoring the 100th birthday of
eleven of the group's members.
The third annual "Chicago
Day," a collective five-year centennial celebration for the 11 institutions founded between 1889
and 1893, offers the public an opportunity to enjoy an admissionfree day of exhibits, music, and
special events at:
The Art Institute of Chicago,
Auditorium Theatre/ Roosevelt
University, Chicago Academy of
Sciences, Chicago Botanic Garden, Chicago Historical Society,
Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Field Museum of Natural History,
Frank Lloyd Wright Home and
Studio, Illinois Institute of Technology, Jane Addams' Hull-House
Museum at UIC and the Hull

House Association, University of
Chicago and the Visiting Nurse
Association of Chicago.
Courtesy CTA bus service,
complete with commentary, will
shuttle visitors between institutions except Chicago Botanic
Garden (Glencoe) and the Frank
Lloyd Wright Home (Oak Park).
AT&T and WBBM Newsradio 78,
which will air stories on each institution and broadcast live from
one of the "Chicago Day" sites, are
corporate sponsors of the May 5
free day.
"We started 'Chicago Day· two
years ago with a dual purpose: to
introduce more of the public to
these wonderful places, and to
celebrate the contribution these
institutions have made to the
cultural and educational life of our
city, state and nation,'' said Ellsworth Brown, president of the
Chicago Historical Society.

Presents

"We didn't know what to expect
the first year, but 'Chicago Day'
has become very popular, last
year attracting more than 25,000
visitors from Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana, Iowa and Michigan. Indeed, once the official five-year
centennial celebration concludes,
we would like to see 'Chicago Day'
become a regular springtime
Chicago event."
For more information on
"Chicago Day '91,'' call 312/2304880.

Spon$01ed by The COllege of Alt$ and SCience' ond

The OffiCes of Conferences ond Wotk$hOpS
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Shopping
For A
Used Car

March Z8, 1991

Advance
Registration

Taxes, Insurance Classes At PSC

by Adisa OlaguDle

Now you can shop for a used car
without leaving home. Auto
Locators operates a free telephone referral service of car
dealers. This is an independent
service with computerized lists of
used car sales in Chicago metropolitan and Northwest Indiana
area
The process is simple. When a
consumer calls, essentials such as
name, address, car year, type and
model are fed into the computer.
Lists of nearest dealers and their
prices appear within seconds.
All members are issued code
numbers to help locate necessary data.
For further information, call1800-686-0909.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS - Taxes,
insurance, personnel issues and
preparing loan applications are
facts of life these days. Several
classes designed to help you better understand these issues are
being offered at Prairie State
College this spring.
Taxes and Insurance will cover

how these issues can affect the
operation of your business and
decisions that you make. The oneday class is scheduled for April 3
from 7:00-10:00 p.m. Cost is $40.
Personnel Issues will teach
what is legally required of you as
an employer, as well as tips in
handling employee issues. The

class meets April 10 from 7:0010:00 p.m. Cost is $40.
Preparing a Loan Application
will cover the assembling of a loan
application and what bankers and
loan officers expect from loan applicants. The class meets April17
from 7:00-10:00 p.m. Cost is $40.
For more information, call7093549.

t;,_,.,. B, ;]),,;,,.
1'111 I. DniiT.

OIICAGO, IL . .IS

END OF TRIMESTER
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If REAMS
INCLUDE& ROLWD TRIP
AIH & HOTEL
LA& YEOA&
299.95

OIILANOO
CAHCUN
Jfli'IAICA

F-UEATO YALLAATA
"'A!iSAU
ACAPULCO

I'IAAATLAN
lfEIIMIJOA
GRAND CAYMAN
ST. I'IAHTIN
A11U&A
ST. THDI'IAS
ST. CROIX

r
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369.00
409.00
41':1.00
4a9.oo
439.00
.-&9.00
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CamhriJge
'Bua~tioMI &rlices

YOUR NEXT EYI<NT

:509.00
:S\>':1.00

ME&: T1 NU 6
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699.00
789.00
IIJ9.00
869.00

SEM1AAII!i
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liiAYEL
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DOUBLE OCC

Governors State University will
conduct advance registration for
the spring/summer 1991 trimester now through April 5.
Advance registration enables
current students to make class
selections before general registration. and gives students a better chance to be enrolled in
limited-size classes.
The spring/summer trimester
starts May 6 and continues
through August 17.
Advance registration is conducted only on the GSU campus
located on Stuenkel Road east of
Governors Highway. Registration
hours are 11 a.m. to 7:30p.m. Monday through Thursday: 11 a.m. to
4:30p.m. Friday: and 8:30a.m. to 1
p.m . Saturday.
From Monday . March 25.
through Friday. March 29. only
degree-seeking students may
register. Starting Saturday. March
30. advance registration will be
accepted from eligible studentsat-large
For more information on advance registration procedures.
contact the GSU Office of Admissions and Student Recruitment at (708) 534-5000. extension
2518

Praeea Y.ary Dependir•g on
U.ay ot Dep.at•ture
L•nth of Gt.ay
Aec:oMMod.ataona

GMAT

Next
Deadline
April4

312/3.;:4 - 3334
c 9•111 - :;p.. )
Free Tac:ket Dehver•y N.at aor.ooade

can: (312) 201-8378

Classified (708) 534-5000 X2140
t-- - -- - - - - Typing Services--------------;--------- Help Wanted - - - - - -+
WORD PROCESSING &
TYPING SERVICES
.Accur.te - Fast· Profeuional
Reae~rc:h/Term

P.apera, incl. Al'A
Forma(. Resumes/Cover Letters.
C~ll Tod~y!
Ask for Cheryl.
(115) 4iN:sl3

PARKER ENTERPRISES
. -~
(708 747-5091
_tJ,5,
t1
t1
t1
t1

Term Papers
Thesis Papers
Resumes
Word Processing

t1 Graphecs
tl Flyers
tl Newsletters
t1 Laser Printing

lJI"":
(!,~
,.,;
r-

1

R...onable
Ret••

Caring Person to watch our
children during the day. Prefer
person with own car - 8 a.m. to 5.30
p.m. Mon-Fri. Children's ages
boy-3, girl-6. Must have references. Call: 747-5064.

Excellent part time
Need self-motivated positive
pie who can recruit and mana~:et
others. $1000-5000 per month.
Call: (708) 923-1216.

------------------lF==~PEUB;BU!E~·is~w~o~ao~PR~oc~ES~SU!~~~s~Ea~vitc~s~----~----~~-------------l-~~~~~~~~---------1---- ~und JCaUeT3 ------~
(Route 30 and tnln a:tatlon)

I I S U H I S, T I I H P A P I I S, lTC.
$10/bour (approx. $2 per doubl•·•pac•d pag•)
Call Debbie at 411·2019 between 9t00 a.a.
and 7•00 p.a. Sunday through Saturday

SEE ME. Employed on GSU Campus. (24) hour service. Knowledgeable of APA style term papers, plus resumes with accompanying
cover letters. Also, statistical reports. Specialist as grammarian,
proofreader and speller. Computer has many· fonts & sizes. Penase
my portfolio & choose style of print I can see you on my break or
lunch. Leave message at ('708) 339-8489.

SPRlNG BREAK 1991- Individual
or student organization to promote Spring Break trip. Earn
money, free trips and valuable
work experience. Apply NOW!
Inter-Campus Programs: 1-(800)327-6013 or (708) 231-4323.
CERTIFIED AQUA INSTRUCTOR needed. Swim instructors
and aquacise instructors with
valid certifications wanted to
teach Campus Community Center
classes. Call: 534-3844 or 534-5000
X2214 for further information.

F
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FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus<Xg311ization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

6
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Accounting, Marketing & SAM Clubs Present

i

ili

The Bus Will Leave GSU at 9:30AM & Return at 3 PM

..
..
.:~
..~

A $3.00 Advanced Registration fee Include Lunch and Tran portation

.i

A Tour of the Mercantile Exchange and an Advertising Agency
on AprilS, 1991

i

See Your Oub Officer for Further Details
Event Sponsored by Student Organization Council (SOC)
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